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CAUTION TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, These CAUTION marks are located on the
back panel and bottom of your Lifestyle center and the bottom panel of your Acoustimass Class 1
laser product CLASS 1. Opening or removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltages or other
hazards. Please call Bose to be referred to an authorized service center near you. 15. To prevent risk
of fire or electric shock, avoid overloading wall outlets, extension cords, or integral convenience
receptacles. Sounds from the left or right side of the picture are sent to left or right front speakers.
Ambient sounds or special effects may be sent to the surround rear speakers. Bose VideoStage
circuitry automatically directs the sound to the correct speakers. Notify Bose shipping screws from
the customer service or your authorized Bose dealer immediately. Contact Bose 3. Direct one cube
of each array forward. Direct the other cube toward the wall or in a Customer Service see listings
different direction to create reflected sound. See the illustration of reflected sound on the inside
back cover. The slots on the end components, see your dealer or call Bose provide ventilation for the
3. Place the music center within 30 feet 9.1 m of the Acoustimass module the length of builtin
electronic circuitry. To purchase cables, see your dealer, electronics store, or call Bose Note The
surround cables are joined together for your convenience, providing an easyto use cable for
connecting the surround speakers. If needed, cables are available at many Connecting components
through electronics stores, or call Bose your TV Cable TV Match red connectors to right R jacks and
black or white connectors to left L jacks. Use the VCR as a tuner to select other connected sound
your VCR Cable TV sources. You can use a Yadapter available at electronics stores to connect a
mono source. How ever, the left and right speakers then play the same monaural sound. Unwind
each antenna.http://gopherscopes.com/userfiles/concise-manual-of-hematology-and-oncology-pdf.xml

bose lifestyle 25 instruction manual, bose lifestyle 25 instruction manual pdf, bose
lifestyle 25 instruction manual download, bose lifestyle 25 instruction manual 2017,
bose lifestyle 25 instruction manual 2016.

Antennas provide better reception when their wires are not bundled. Figure 14 AM antenna The
antenna connections FM antenna connections Figure 15 1. Plug the FM antenna connector into the
FM ANTENNA jack on the back of the music center. VIDEO 2 Selects a video sound source
connected to the VIDEO 2 inputs, and turns the system on. AUX Selects a component connected to
the AUX inputs, and turns the system on. Use the following special music center keys to tune the
radio, set station presets, and scan a CD Figure 20. TUNE initiates a fast scan of the current CD.
STORE or ERASE Adds or removes radio station presets. Forcing two discs into one slot could cause
them to become stuck, and could damage the discs, the CD magazine, or the music center. If the
system is already on, use one of these keys to select the CD player. The CD indicator on the display
lights. While this jack accepts most headphone models, you can get an adapter at Bose Connecting
headphones silences the speakers connected to SPEAKER ZONE 1. Bass and treble controls You do
not need to adjust tone settings for changes in volume, since Bose processing technology provides a
natural tonal balance over the full range of volume settings. If desired, you can further finetune your
system as described below. Setting a second remote for zone 2 You need a second remote control,
set to ZONE 2, to operate speakers connected to the ZONE 2 output. If your remote’s commands
ever conflict with those of another nearby Lifestyle its remote controls by following the procedures
below. 1. Open the remote control battery cover and locate the miniature switches Figure 32. 2.
Customer service For additional help in solving problems, contact Bose customer service. See the
inside back cover for Bose Corporation customer service offices and phone numbers.For information
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on replacing the remote control batteries see “Set up the remote control” on page
14.http://davidgiro.com/userfiles/concise-manual-of-hematology-and-oncology-free-pdf.xml

CAUTION TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK, These CAUTION marks may be located on
the back panel and bottom of your Lifestyle music center and the bottom panel of your Acoustimass
CAUTION To prevent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide slot, insert fully. Opening or
removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltages or other hazards. Please call Bose to be
referred to an authorized service center near you. 15. To prevent risk of fire or electric shock, avoid
overloading wall outlets, extension cords, or integral convenience receptacles. Save all packing
materials for possible future use. The original packing materials provide the safest way to transport
your Lifestyle any part of the product appears damaged, do not attempt to use the system. Notify
Bose or your authorized Bose dealer immediately. You may obtain additional rubber feet part no.
178321, free of charge, by contacting Bose Left and right front speakers The sound from the left and
right front speakers should seem to appear at the edge of the picture, so that the acoustic image is
close to the size of the visual image Figure 2. Place them in the back half of your room. Direct the
cubes so that you cannot pinpoint the exact location of the sound source Figure 3. To purchase
cables, see your dealer or electronics store, or call Bose Note The surround cables are joined
together for your convenience, providing an easyto use cable for connecting the surround speakers.
Most audio cables are color coded. Match red connectors to right R jacks and black or white
connectors to left L jacks. It is best to connect compo nents directly to the Lifestyle control panel. A
second option is to use a stereo TV as the switching center to select the sound source. Connect the
audio outputs of the phono preamplifier to the music center VIDEO 1, VIDEO 2, or AUX if not used
for a digital source jacks, matching the red plug to R right and black or white plug to L left. Unwind
each antenna’s wires.

Note Outdoor antennas may be used with the music center antenna connections. To install an
outdoor antenna, consult a qualified installer. Replace the batteries when the remote control stops
operating or its range seems reduced. Note Your speakers will not operate unless all cable and
power connections are completed before turning on the music center. Figure 16 You are ready to
enjoy your new Lifestyle Opening the music center door upwards on the bottom of the door Figure
16. Use the following special music center keys to tune the radio, set station presets, and scan a CD
Figure 18. STORE or ERASE Adds or removes radio station presets. You experience a surround
sensation, providing extra enjoyment when you watch older i.e., prestereo movies. Load the DVD
disc. Turning on the system and choosing digital sound Press AUX to turn your system on to play
digital sound. If your Lifestyle receive a valid PCM or Dolby Digital bitstream, it will automatically
select the analog signal connected to the music center AUX jacks. This ejects the disc far enough for
you to grasp the edge and remove it from the magazine Figure 21. Figure 21 Ejecting a CD Loading
the CD magazine into the music center Open the music center door. If the system is already on, use
one of these keys to select the CD player. The CD indicator on the display lights. The system turns
on in SURROUND mode. Select another speaker mode, if desired. Figure 27 You do not need to
adjust tone settings for changes in volume, since Bose processing technology provides a natural
tonal balance over the full range of volume settings. Bass and treble controls If desired, you can
further finetune your system as described below. Setting a second remote for zone 2 You need a
second remote control, set to ZONE 2, to operate speakers connected to the ZONE 2 output. If your
remote’s commands ever conflict with those of another nearby Lifestyle its remote controls by
following the procedures below. 1.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/78420

Open the remote control battery cover and locate the miniature switches Figure 30. 2. For
information on replacing the remote control batteries see “Install the batteries in the remote
control” on page 17. Handling CDs Figure 32 Handle discs by their edges to prevent fingerprints
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and scratches Figure 32. Customer service For additional help in solving problems, contact Bose
customer service. See the inside back cover for Bose Corporation customer service offices and
phone numbers. Used GoodPlease try again.Please try again.Please choose a different delivery
location.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to
the next or previous heading. This item is eligible for FREE tech support for 90 days from the date of
delivery. Over the phone or chat, our trained technicians can help you set up, configure, connect,
and troubleshoot so you can start enjoying your new purchase. Get in touch with tech support by
going to your Orders page, and clikcing on Get Product Support. Learn more Amazon Business For
businessonly pricing, quantity discounts and FREE Shipping. Register a free business account Please
try your search again later.And now, its designed to let you enjoy the experience more easily than
ever before. Engineered with exclusive Bose Unify technology, this system uses easytofollow
onscreen messages to guide you through the setup process. It even verifies when youve made the
correct connections. Enjoy up to 6 HD video and audio sourcessuch as your Bluray Disc player, cable
box and gaming system.And now, its designed to let you enjoy the experience more easily than ever
before. Simplicity of setup and programming through the Unify Intelligent Integration System and
LCD remote. Easy to Set Up. Easy to Use. The Lifestyle V25 system features the new Unify
Intelligent Integration System to walk you through system setup, step by step.

https://energijaprirode.com/images/car-instruction-manual.pdf

As youre attaching components to the control console, the system recommends the best connectors
via onscreen messages. It even confirms that the connection was made properly. Each connected
device is automatically added to the source menu accessed on your TV screen. No more toggling
through video inputs to find the right source. This makes it easy and intuitive for anyone to use the
Unify system. Unify technology also simplifies programming your Bose remote to control your
Lifestyle system and most anything attached to it. During setup, the Unify system references an
internal database to identify each connected component, and automatically teaches the Bose remote
to control it. And Once Youre Set Up. They produce a level of sound that adds impact and realism to
your entertainment. That sound is aided by an Acoustimass module that can be placed in a corner or
out of view. Exclusive technology in the module helps provide the emotional intensity you feel at the
theater or in a concert hall. Even hidden out of sight, its impact cant be missed. Sound Designed for
Your Room Your room is unique, with size, shape, textures and other elements affecting the sound
you hear. In addition, builtin Bose link technology can distribute the home theater systems audio to
as many as four additional areas. Add compatible Bose products to enjoy music almost anywhere,
even outdoors. Key Features Quality multi speaker Bose system 5speaker surround sound system
designed for use with your home entertainment components. Unify intelligent integration system
uses onscreen navigation to simplify system setup and everyday use. This proprietary technology
walks you through setup, showing the right inputs and best connection options, and even verifies
youve done it correctly. Clear, onscreen menus provide all the information you need for your
connected sources. ADAPTiQ audio calibration system provides greater freedom of speaker
placement.

http://energysatrap.com/images/car-fm-transmitter-manual.pdf

It analyzes the way your rooms dimensions and other variables affect sound, then automatically
adjusts the sound of your Lifestyle surround sound system to the acoustics of your room. Up to 6 HD
sources, including 4 HDMI and 2 audio HD sources. Bose remote features fewer buttons and an LED
screen to simplify management of your entertainment sources. Works on radio frequency to operate
through walls and floors. It charges your iPod while docked, and your Bose remote can control your
iPod content. You can also play its video content on your HDTV. Acoustimass module works in
concert with the small speakers to deliver a fuller range of theater sound and effects. The patented
Bose design produces low frequencies for all channels with no audible distortion. Automatic video
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upscaling ensures movies and sports use the highest resolution capabilities of your displayup to
1080p over HDMI.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. Major 4.0 out of 5 stars I personally own a surround sound
that I pieced each part separately. My speakers are big, bulky and for the same price my system is
better then this Bose. But thats not the point of BOSE. I bought this for my dad. Not a tech savy guy
AT ALL. Loses 1 start because the price.The Bose system is much better and has excellent sound. I
also bought the SL2 surround link so I wouldnt have to have wires for my rear speakers; this is a
great feature and I would highly recommend it. Before buying the system, I read many reviews, read
all the Bose online information and called Bose. I verified that the only difference between the V25
and the V35 is the physical size of the speakers.

So, if youre considering the Bose lifestyle, dont waste time looking at the V35 system unless youve
got more money than you know what to do with. However, where you could spend that money you
saved on a V35 might be for a preamp, for a turntable. I still have a very nice turntable and many
vinyls, which I want to use through my Bose. You cant connect a turntable to your Bose system
without a preamp; so, you have to call Bose and order one through them. Just thought Id point this
out because it was not obvious to me when I bought the system. I only realized it when I tried to
hook it up. Im an engineer, with a strong electronics background; however, it took me about 4 hours.
I should add that I had to put together front speaker stands and rearspeaker bookshelf stands, which
did take extra time. It also takes time to undo your existing system and rerun cables, etc.Then theres
running the Adaptiq, and adding each component. And, you need time to try various positions for the
reflective speakers so you can get the best sound. So, plan on a whole afternoon or evening. As for
setup, I quickly ran out of inputs on the Bose system 5 on the back. Probably because I have some
older components I want to use, such as a VCR and CD changer. So, if you use a digital optical cable
from your TV to your Bose, you can overcome the limitation. For instance, I hooked my VCR straight
to my TV, and I hooked my DVD player straight to my TV. You only have to select the correct input
on your TV for whatever component you want to use. As for the Bose remote, I dont use it. It will not
work correctly with older components, and even with some newer ones. You use the setup process
with the Bose, and it is supposed to figure out what your component is, and how to control it, by you
pressing various buttons on your old remote in response to the Bose setup guide. It usually gets the
basic ones such as volume, power and channel, but not always the others.

conservationenergy.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/1626e444f09c6c---4-h-horse-manual.pdf

Would be nice if you could just input your specific component and the Bose would know how to
control it, but it doesnt work that way. So, I continue to use my Logitech Harmony One remote,
which works great and controls all my components as well as the Bose. So, you might want to
consider this if you have any older components, or you want a remote that will truly control
everything. The Bose surround works great, and the rear speakers are picking up much more than
my old system did. Also, I can turn it up to earsplitting and theres no distortion. Overall, an excellent
system and Im very happy with it. I highly recommend it.I wish it was offered in white black is the
only option. It is expensive when compared to other systems, but we have always had good luck with
Bose products. I wish that the remote worked better with the Apple TV. I still have to use the Apple
remote to turn on the Apple TV.the Bose remote wont turn it on. The Bose remote does turn on all of
my other components.Have listened to system in stores many times over the last few years. Figured
the store setups optimized the sound and it would never work in real life. Boy was I wrong. Cant say
enough about the sound, ease of use and overall value. Setup was so simple. On screen step by step
instructions for every device I added. Have connected to it, TV, Cable Box, Home Network streaming
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device, BluRay 3d player, CD Changer, and IPOD. The Bose remote works all of the devices when
selected. So glad I finally made the purchase.It is not the first Bose we have had this problem with.
Thought they would have fixed that by now. Otherwise, I just love Bose products great sound. All
Rights Reserved. All trademarked names, logos, and brands are property of their respective owners.
All company, product and service names used in this website are for identification purposes only.
Their use does not imply endorsement by any brand unless expressly stated.

Using the online preview, you can quickly view the contents and go to the page where you will find
the solution to your problem with Bose Lifestyle 25. To start viewing the user manual Bose Lifestyle
25 on full screen, use the button Fullscreen. However, if you do not want to take up too much of your
disk space, you can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. The option to print the
manual has also been provided, and you can use it by clicking the link above Print the manual. You
do not have to print the entire manual Bose Lifestyle 25 but the selected pages only. paper. If you
want to quickly view the content of pages found on the following pages of the manual, you can use
them. Consumer Electronics, If you follow any of those links and end up acquiring a manual, it will
not be from us. Here is why we may deserve your business. We love our Vintage Audio and other
builttolast electronics equipment in an age of disposable products for a throwaway society. We
might sell the kids before our classic silver Pioneer or Vintage Marantz, Kenwood and Sansui gear. If
you also value High Quality Manuals that enhance the ownership satisfaction of your vintage audio
treasures, you found the right place. continued below. It IS Our Guiding Principle Add Site to your
Favorites Other sites we host Phase Linear History Vintage Technics Database We sponsor two free
Yahoo Audio Groups We are meticulous and give genuine best efforts to produce clean,
wellconstructed manuals for you. A sidebyside comparison of our reproduction manuals with those
from many other vendors will usually reveal an overall better appearance, construction, and print
quality. Sometimes strikingly so. Our Customer Comments page is a fraction of what we receive
from real customers and electronics technicians. The vast majority of our printed reproduction
manuals are Very Good to Excellent on our Guaranteed Quality Ratings scale.

But every single item is not and we refuse to give a false impression that they are. We want you to
see a detailed description and individuallyassigned quality rating before you purchase. This
timeconsuming extra service is almost never provided by our competitors. Customer complaints are
nearly zero, perhaps one per 5001000 sales. We believe that virtually none of our competitors could
truthfully make a similar claim. We are a USA based family business operating oldschool style. That
means real people trying to serve you as if we were a walkin store in your local neighborhood. We
always combine shipping on multipleitem orders and do not rip you off on shipping charges. If
interested, check out About Our Manuals and other site sections with the menu links at the top of all
pages. If you would like for us to be here in the future, you can help by telling your friends and by
sharing links to our site in your discussion groups, forums, blogs and web sites.We have been slowly
updating these manuals lists over the years. As time allows we will replace the spare Factory
ORIGINAL Manuals Catalog section with the same page format as these here in the reproduction
manuals section. We also have more than 400 Gigabytes of various manuals, schematics, brochures,
etc in mostly PDF format. They number perhaps 400,000 files. Truth is that we may never get them
listed on our site. But they are available. Click here for further PDF manuals informatiion. If an item
has a description and Price Code, then CLICK THAT PRICE PRECISELY identify the item you want
with company brand. If you want multiple Whether your email is to order Tell us EXACTLY You may
findIndividuallyassigned This is the original 1990 edition manual. Used in possibly others Lifestyle
10 Music System. Overall quality is Very Good to Excellent. Overall quality is Very Good to Excellent.

This is 2 manuals and numerous additional material Models covered LS20, Lifestyle Model Overall
quality is Normally folded and mailed in ordinary business Used in possibly others LS40, Overall
quality Troubleshooting Guide Manual. Models covered P1, Model P1, PMC, M1, Includes a



supplement Models covered PM1, PM1 Models covered PM2, PM2 If an item has a description and
Price Code, then CLICK THAT PRICE PRECISELY identify the item you want with company brand. If
you want multiple Whether your email is to order Tell us EXACTLY You may findIndividuallyassigned
It makes a difference. Seekers of truth mayImages may be used with. And by having access to our
ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Bose Lifestyle
V35 User Manual. To get started finding Bose Lifestyle V35 User Manual, you are right to find our
website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these
that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most wanted
eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you.
And by having access to our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient
answers with Bose Lifestyle 25 Service Manual. To get started finding Bose Lifestyle 25 Service
Manual, you are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed.
User Manuals, Guides and Specifications for your Bose Lifestyle 12 Series II Amplifier, Home
Theater System. Database contains 2 Bose Lifestyle 12 Series II Manuals available for free online
viewing or downloading in PDF Owners manual. Buy Bose SoundSport InEar Wired Earphones for
iOS Devices Download BOSE LIFESTYLE 20 MUSIC CENTER MANUAL PDF BOSE LIFESTYLE 20
MUSIC CENTER MANUAL PDF Are you looking for Ebook bose lifestyle 20 music center manual
PDF.

You will be glad to know that right now bose lifestyle 20 music center manual PDF is available on
our online library. With our online resources, you can find bose lifestyle bose lifestyle 12 products
for sale eBay The Bose Skill is compatible with all currentgeneration SoundTouch speakers
SoundTouch 10, SoundTouch 20 Series III, SoundTouch 30 Series III, the SoundTouch 300
soundbar, Wave SoundTouch IV, the SoundTouch SA5 amplifier, the SoundTouch Wireless Link
adapter and the Lifestyle 600 and 650 home entertainment systems and previous SoundTouch Bose
Feel More, Do More Headphones, Speakers, Wearables Bose Lifestyle 12 User Guide Manual.
Alternative Click hereto the PDF. Write a review. Your Name. Your Review. Note HTML is not
translated. Rating Bad Good. Continue. Bose Lifestyle 12 Home Cinema System. Bose Lifestyle 12
Series II Owners Guide. Lifestyle 12 Series II home theater system pdf manual download. Also for
Lifestyle 8 series. Bose lifestyle for Sale in England Gumtree Bose Lifestyle 38 DVD Video
Equipments Home Theater System download pdf instruction manual and user guide Bose Lifestyle
Home Entertainment System electronics Feb 27, 2003 Bose Lifestyle 5 Manual User manuals Have a
look at the manual Bose Lifestyle 35 Installation Guide online for free. Shop with confidence. Skip to
main content. Bose AV35 Lifestyle Control Console Media Center Bose Lifestyle 18 Specs CNET
Manual Bose Lifestyle V25 Manual Bose Lifestyle V25 When people should go to the ebook stores,
search initiation by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we provide the ebook
compilations in this website. It will enormously ease you to look guide Manual Bose Lifestyle V25 as.
Unfollow bose lifestyle parts to stop getting updates on your eBay feed.Bose Lifestyle 20 Music
Center Manual fimdomauhalito.com Page 12 of Bose DVD Player Lifestyle. Find product support and
user manuals for your Bose DVD Player Lifestyle, and save it to your Product Collection.

Product Support made simple from Pauls TV. Bose High Quality Service Manuals User Owner
Instruction Lifestyle 12 System Manual. Oct 24, 2013 Bose Lifestyle 12 System. Oct 24, 2013 Bose
48 SYSTEM System. Oct 24, 2013 Bose Lifestyle 48 System. View all Bose Lifestyle 12 manuals. Add
to My Manuals. Save this manual to your list of manuals. Bose 50 Home Theater System manual
manualsworld.net I setup my Lifestyle 650 this weekend and ran into problems trying to hard wire
the rear speakers. When I ran through the Unify setup, my rear speakers could not be found. Bose
Lifestyle 12 no sound Electronics Forum Circuits Jan 12, 2017 Kindle File Format Manual Bose
Lifestyle V25 Service Manual by SRmanuals is scanned from original paperback copy of the Bose
Lifestyle AV2. Browse and Read Bose Av28 Media Center. Title Type bose lifestyle 12 manual PDF
bose acoustimass 5 manual PDF bose lifestyle 48 manual PDF bose 301 series iv specs PDF. Bose



Lifestyle Model 5 Service Manual meorep Apr 12, 2012. Manual Bose Lifestyle 235 page 1 of 34
Dutch Diagnose an issue, find stepbystep guides or manuals, get replacement parts for your product
and more. Get help in the Bose Community Forum Bose Community connects you with customers
and product experts. Get help, plus product tips and tricks. Or see how others are using Bose
products. Ask questions and share your own experiences. Bose user manuals File Type PDF Bose
Lifestyle V30 Manual Bose Lifestyle V30 Manual Getting the books bose lifestyle v30 manual now is
not type of inspiring means. You could not isolated going later books buildup or library or borrowing
from your associates to open them. This is an unconditionally simple means to specifically acquire
guide by online.

1770Kfd user manual Bose Lifestyle Model 5 Music Center Bose Lifestyle Model 5 RADIO AM FM
Music Center CD Receiver Bose Lifestyle 12 Series II Bose Lifestyle Model 5 Music Center Bose
Lifestyle Music System 5 Review 4k Test Today im taking a look at the bose LS5 music system a 2.1
Sound system with the purpose to be hidden away. Bose Lifestyle 650 Home Theatre Sale Gary
Anderson I have a bose lifestyle 12 series, planning to replace it with a onkyor 876 receiver. I could
connect cube speakers directly, but i dont know how to connect the bose Acoustimass to the
reciever. Any help would be much appreciated. Item specifics. Condition Good Bose Lifestyle 10
manual ManualsCat.com Lifestyle 12 system lea el manual de usuario en linea o descargue en
formato PDF. SERVICE MANUAL Top 10 Bose Bluetooth Earbuds Best Buy 2020 Buyer Guide Bose
Lifestyle Service Manual Bose Lifestyle Service Manual When somebody should go to the books
stores, search commencement by shop, shelf by shelf, it is in fact problematic. It will completely ease
you to see guide Bose Lifestyle Service Manual as you such as. Bose Lifestyle 12 Series ii with other
receiver AVS Bose Lifestyle 20 Service Manual Bose Lifestyle 20 Service Manual If you ally
obsession such a referred Bose Lifestyle 20 Service Manual book that will allow you worth, get the
categorically best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and Mode demploi Bose PM8500 Amplificateur stereo
bose lifestyle 12 wiring diagram 2003 passat engine diagram kia sorento engine wiring generator
wire diagram 1967 mustang wiring diagram 2000 cadillac deville wiring harness diagram 2002
stratus wiring diagram eagle andco linear actuator wiring diagram winnebago wiring diagram dash
7 wire trailer plug wiring diagram 2003 toyota celica fuse box.Superior audio performance for both
music and movies places this system at the heart of home theater enjoyment.
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